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Projected Round: 4-5

JON TOTH
KENTUCKY
Height: 6‘5“
40 yd Dash: 5.51

Weight: 310
Arms: 33.5”
Combine:
3 Cone: 8.09
20 yd Shuttle: 4.84

Pros:
- Great frame and NFL size
- Good, tough run blocker, works into position
- Great pad level, shoots out low with hands
- Good run blocker, gets movement
- Flat backed, walks his man back in run blocking
- Nasty player who finishes blocks
- Works well to the 2nd level to make contact
- Good enough athlete, quick feet and flexible

Vert: 25.5”

Cons:
- Gives up too much initial depth on pass pro
- Doesn’t anchor well despite obvious power
- Not a very aware pass blocker
- Not used to taking snaps under center
- Was not asked to pull or play in space
- Doesn’t always use length to his advantage
- Average NFL athlete

Summary: Redshirt Senior John Toth may not have the accolades or publicity of some of the other
center prospects in the 2017 draft but he is quietly a stellar all-around interior lineman prospect this
spring. Toth (TOETH) was a 2nd team All-SEC selection this past season and has started the last 48 games
for the Wildcats with all of them but one coming at center. Toth is also a mechanical engineering major
who can speak fluent Spanish, which was his minor. Toth has legitimate NFL size at 6’5” and 310 pounds.
He’s strong and thick through his lower body, with little wasted body fat. The Indianapolis native has
molded himself into a superb run blocker who works well off double teams to the next level but can also
get low and move men off the line of scrimmage. He shows good feet to stalk defenders on the 2nd level
and rarely misses blocks. He plays with control but is fiery and finishes blocks. He doesn’t always make
violent contact however and can sometimes allow smaller, more aggressive defenders into his chest. He
also has issues setting the depth in his pass protection. Whether he was taught to or not, Toth retreats
too much in his initial kick slide and creates a shallow pivot point for the guards and tackles. This allows
defenders to get a running start and press him further into the pocket. While he does have the
intelligence it takes to play center, he doesn’t always seem aware and misses some help blocks by not
keeping his head on a swivel. Toth seems like a decent athlete but was never asked to pull or move in
space very often. There are some weak points in his game but with coaching and correction, Toth could
develop into a quality starting center in the NFL. He’s not an outstanding athlete, but he makes up for it
with grittiness, strength and technique. I like his game more than some of the players that are rated
above him by national media and think that he has one of the more well-rounded skill sets in this draft
class. Could be a steal in the 4th.

